FROM BARCELONA TO FRANCE
ALONG THE COSTA BRAVA
AMAZING TOURS

Millions of tourists visit Barcelona and the Costa Brava, attracted by the
rich cultural heritage and amazing beaches but there is so much more to
this region than the typical tourist attractions. We offer a totally different
way to explore the stunning Costa Brava, its medieval villages and the
spectacular scenery just outside Barcelona city. As soon as we cycle out of
the big city, we are surrounded by nature. As with all our road cycling
tours, we have prepared a few surprises along the way.
Get ready for an adventure in what is probaby one of the best gastronomic
regions worldwide.

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

PROGRAMME

Day 1. Arrival
Arrival at the airport of Barcelona el Prat; transfer to the village el Prat (15
minutes).

Stage 1: Barcelona – Tibidabo – Sant Cugat
Distance: 50 km, 600 mts positive gain

After a short, 15 minute transfer from the airport to the village of el Prat,
we start our Tour. As unlikely as it may seem, we cycle along quiet
backroads through fields close to the busy city centre. Our first climb and a
slightly uphill road take us to our first stop of the day, the best viewpoint
of the city of Barcelona. An easy descent takes us into our first destination,
the town of Sant Cugat, with its famous monastery.
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Stage 2. Sant Cugat – Montgat – Arenys – Palautordera
Distance: 110km + 1600mts positive gain

We start the day with a short climb and as we reach the top of the
mountain, the views of Barcelona are spectacular. We leave the
cosmopolitan behind to cycle towards the northern coast. The
surroundings and villages become more and more rural, until we reach the
port of Mataró, where we stop for a drink on the beach. We head back
inland, where the higher mountain ranges await.
Stage 3. Palautordera – Turó de l’home – Hostalric - Tossa
Distance: 105km, 1.700mts positive gain
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Prepare for a spectacular day of cycling! A first 8 kilometers along the flat
leads us to the mountain pass of Turó de l’Home, a first category beauty
that at first winds along narrow roads through dense forests, and starts to
open up to become a proper high alpine climb all the way up to the Turó
de l’Home at 1700mts. A stunning descent through lush forest take us back
down into the valley until we reach the ancient walled village of Hostalric.
Little by little we reach the coast and Tossa de Mar, no doubt one of the
most beautiful villages along the Costa Brava.
Stage 4. Tossa – Sant Feliu – Peratallada - Calella
Distance: 90km / 1400 mts positive gain

The road from Tossa northwards along the coast is arguably Europe’s
most beautiful cycling route. The small coves, cliffs, pine forest and the
turquoise color of the Meditteranean Sea are the backdrop for our stellar
ride today. In the village of Sant Feliu we turn inland and cross the
perfectly preserved medieval village of Peratallada. Through a labyrinth of
gorgeous, tranquil backroads we reach the Sant Sebastià Lighthouse, the
perfect spot to end an unforgettable cycling day.

Stage 5. – Calella – Pals – Escala - Cadaqués
Distance: 95km / 600mts positive gain

On this more relaxed day, we start with an easy climb to the typical
Spanish village of Begur with narrow, lively streets and ancient castle. We
then descend to Pals, one of the finest examples of medieval villages of
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Catalonia. A quiet and flat road leads to the seaside town of l'Estartit, with
its stunning beach and the Medes Islands, a marine nature reserve. We
continue further north towards the typical fishing village of L’Escala, well
worth a visit. Our destination for today is the white village of Cadaques,
one of Spain´s most beautiful villages and home to Dali´s museum of Port
Lligat. This idyllic little fishing village, with its narrow streets and tapas
bars, lies in a beautiful bay surrounded by vineyards and olive groves. If
we have some strength left, we can cycle up to the Cap de Creus Ligthouse,
Spain´s most Eastern landmark set in the remarkable landscape of the Cap
de Creus Nature Reserve.

Stage 6. Cadaqués – Portbou - Perpignan
Distance: 100km / 1700mts positive gain
We leave Cadaques via the only road possible and after a long descent, we
start the famous climb to the monastery of Sant Pere de Rodes, a coastal
mountain climb with stunning views that reach from the Pyrenees to the
Mediterranean. After a dazzling descent we take the coastal road towards
the French border until we reach the village of Coilloure, a little gem on
the French coast. From here we continue to the city of Perpignan.
Stage 7 . Perpignan – Junquera – Figueres
Distance: km 90km/1200mts positive gain
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Last day,last big surprise! We leave Perpignan and return towards the
French border, which we cross via a small backroad and past the fortress
of Pertusse. We take a narrow, well tarmacked road to climb a long and
beautiful mountain pass, culminating at an altitude of 900metres, with
spectaculars views over the Pyrenees and the plains of Southern France.
After a long descent we cycle the last km of the day along the flat until we
arrive at Figueres. In Figueres we enjoy a fabulous lunch.
Day 8. Free day in Figueres and transfer to the airport of Barcelona
ACCOMMODATION*

All the hotels are 4stars or hotels of 4 star quality and with bicycle specific
infrastructure. We carefully select and test the accommodation you will be
staying in and will be confirmed prior to departure.

AMAZING TOUR EXPERIENCES AND PRICES
AMAZING TOUR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

 6 to 12 PARTICIPANTS
 2.295€ PER PERSON

Included:
 Route designed to the needs of your group
 We can adapt the route during the tour
 Coach/manager from the cyclist team Cycling No Limit, (Miquel
Mestres), mentoring and guiding each individual on a daily basis.
 English, Spanish, Italian and French speaking team
 Stops in emblematic points
 Solid and liquid provisioning
 BH spare bikes on route
 Vision spare wheels on route
 4star hotels with breakfast and dinner included.
 Transfer to starting and end point of the tour
 Transfer of luggage during all the stages
OPTIONAL:
 Personalized Castelli maillot
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 High quality rental bike
 Polo/shirt
 Professional nutrition products during and after the route
 Food in carefully selected restaurants to taste the best local
products.
 The best wines and beers of the land during the dinners
 Revision of the perfect working of the bikes at the end of everyday
 Recovery massages at the end of a stage
 Helmet UVEX RACE 9

AMAZING TOUR DELUXE EXPERIENCE

 6 a 12 PARTICIPANTS
 3.295€ PER PERSON

Included:
 Route designed to the needs of your group
 We can adapt the route during the tour
 Routes designed to cover the most beautiful landscapes
 Coach/manager from the cyclist team, (Miquel Mestres), mentoring
and guiding each individual on a daily basis.
 English, Spanish, Italian and French speaking team.
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Stops in emblematic points
Solid and liquid provisioning
BH spare bikes on route
Vision spare wheels on route
4star hotels with breakfast and dinner included.
Transfer to starting and end point of the tour
Transfer of luggage during all the stages
Personalized Castelli maillot/design Ineos team
Polo/shirt
Professional nutrition products during and after the route
Food in carefully selected restaurants to taste the best local
products.
 The best local wines and beers during the dinners
 Revision of the perfect working of the bikes at the end of everyday
OPTIONAL:
 -Recovery massages at the end of a stage
 -Helmet UVEX RACE 9
 -High quality rental bike

AMAZING TOUR EXCLUSIVE EXPERIENCE

 FROM 2 PARTICIPANTS
 4.295€ PER PERSON









Included:

Route designed to the needs of your group
We can adapt the route during the tour
Routes designed to cover the most beautiful landscapes
Coach/manager from the cyclist team, (Miquel Mestres), mentoring
and guiding each individual on a daily basis.
English, Spanish, Italian and French speaking team
Stops in emblematic points
Solid and liquid provisioning
BH spare bikes on route
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Vision spare wheels on route
4star hotels with breakfast and dinner included.
Transfer to starting and end point of the tour
Transfer of luggage during all the stages
Personalized Castelli Maillot/design and Ineos quality team
Polo/shirt
Professional nutrition products during and after the route
Food in carefully selected restaurants to taste the best local
products.
The best wines and beers of the land during the dinners
Revision of the perfect working of the bikes at the end of everyday
Recovery massages at the end of a stage
Helmet UVEX RACE
High quality rental bike
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